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Executive Summary 
 
RadioShack is executing its three-year Strategic Growth Plan aimed at 
reinvigorating the retail experience and leveraging the company's sourcing 
expertise. 
 
This business plan leads the way to comply and complement HQ's Strategic 
Growth Plan.  
 
Renew RSGS' vision and strategic focus: adding value to the products by 
entering product life cycle at early stage and enhance RadioShack brand through 
third party channels.  Provide the step-by-step plan for improving the sales, gross 
margin, and profitability.  
 
To implement these changes and improve profitability, RSGS Taipei Office form 
this new Strategic Sourcing Unit, to transform current transaction buying 
organization to Strategic Sourcing Function Team. 
  
 
 
Mission 
 
The mission of this new business unit is to comply and complement with HQ's 
three-year strategic growth plan to produce greater financial returns and enhance 
the power of the RadioShack brand by taking strategic and proactive roles to 
identify business opportunities. 
 
 
 
Objectives 
 
Technology  
Leverage Global Sourcing Expertise --  
 
Accelerate the Adoption Rate of New Technology  
Benefit the Higher Profit Margin from Early Product Life Cycle 
 
 
Innovation  
 
Strategic Alliance with Rights and Patent Owner 
Take Market First Mover Advantage with Unique Product 
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Multi-Channel  
 
Third Party Retailing 
Distribution Channel 
Global Sourcing Service  
  
 
 
 
Keys to Success 
 
Technology 
 
The most important key to make this strategy successful is to identify a right 
technology.   
 
Ways to identify RadioShack appropriate technologies:  
 
Through Venture Capital Companies  
Through Start-Ups companies ( mainly from Israel and Asia companies ) 
Through RadioShack Marketing Intelligence  
Through Marketing Survey conducted by RadioShack 
 
Functional tactics: 
 
Identify Technology that RadioShack can Grow and Lead 
 
Before the Adoption Rates  Accelerates 
 
Before Product Life Cycle Peaks 
 
Obtain Maximum Profitability  
 
 
Innovation 
 
In many industries, it has become increasingly risky not to innovate.  The retail 
store shoppers have come to expect periodic changes and improvements in the 
products offered.  
The innovative ideas are from  
 
Field Inputs: the IC design houses, IP holders, and start-up companies    
RSGS internal intelligence: being inspired by the outsider ideas and then 
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transform to a RadioShack appropriated ones; and created from intensive 
RadioShack sourcing experience. 
 
 
Dynamic Integration: 
 
Availability  
 
Integrate innovative ideas with Rights and Patent Owner to deliver distinct new 
products and solutions  
 
Affordability 
 
Leverage combined strengths and volume of key strategic partners with our own 
to foster new and innovative products for mass market   
 
Awareness 
 
Create a market with new business model and new products that will differentiate 
us from our competitors and change customer perception to RadioShack product 
line 
 
 
Multi-Channel Approach 
 
Leverage RSGS’ sourcing capabilities.  Sell RadioShack products through third 
party retailing channels and distribution channels.   Leverage the global sourcing 
service: provide global sourcing service to other retailers; taking the advantage of 
third party procurement capability to join the buying power. 
 
Functional tactics: 
 
Sell RadioShack Products through Third party Retailing which Complements 
RadioShack Brand Best    
 
Provide Global Sourcing Services to other Companies   
 
Leverage Third Party Procurement Capability 
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Strategy Implementation Summary 
 
The current state of RSGS business model is transactional buying: sourcing and 
evaluating mature product passively, then conducting vendor negotiations.   It’s a 
safe play but with mediocre profit margin.  In addition, it is hard to differentiate 
RadioShack from the competitors as the gist idea of the product has its presence 
in the market place already. 
 
With technology and innovation, RadioShack would reap the initially high profits 
associated with customer acceptance of new or greatly improved products, rather 
than face stiffening competition as the basis of profitability shifts from innovation to 
production or marketing competence. 
 
RSGS leverage the global sourcing expertise generally through: 
 
PRODUCTS -- from technology and innovation   
SERVICE – from multi-channel approach 
  
 
 
Product 
 
RSGS take proactive role to build up relationship with venture capital companies, 
start-ups, IP holders, and IC design houses to identify unique business 
opportunities at product early development stage.    
 
The underlying rationale is to create a new product life cycle and thereby obtain 
the maximum profitability before the adoption rates accelerates and life cycle 
peaks. 
 
Building up relationship with those idea providers, the information flows are two 
ways.  The promising idea would also from RadioShacks’ marketing intelligences 
and research results.   
 
To convert a promising idea into a profitable product are not an easy task.  
However, with the intensive industry network over past decades, RSGS would 
dynamically coordinate all the resources to collaborate with each other. 
 
 
Venture Capital / Start-Ups 
 
Venture capital companies have plenty resources and the contacts of new 
technologies.  By building up relationship with venture capital companies, which 
with focus in related target industry, RSGS get the same exposure to the new 
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technologies.    
 
The incentive for venture capitals is our sound retailing channel for their 
prospective targets. 
 
A pretty similar approach to the start-ups, once a RadioShack appropriate 
technology is identified, we can collaborate with venture capital companies, 
start-ups, and manufacturers from our intensive industry network, to materialize 
the concept into a profitable products.  
 
 
 
  
IC Design House / IP Holder 
 
The second strategy is to form strategic alliance with the IC design house, IP 
holders and start-ups.  By building up the relationship with those innovative idea 
providers,  RSGS get the first hand information about what kind of IC or 
innovative ideas are coming up, instead of waiting until the product is developed, 
then to review passively. 
 
Again, once a RadioShack appropriate IC or innovative idea is identified, the 
following advantages will be realized: 
 
First, RSGS is able to lock in the innovative ideas exclusively before other players 
touched.  
 
Second, have a say to custom design the application for this particular chip or 
ideas.   
 
Third, take first mover advantage.   
 
Finally, enjoy decent profit margin with unique product, before the adoption rates 
accelerates and product life cycle peaks.  
  
 
 
Service 
 
The most compelling reason for RadioShack to diversify its retailing service, is 
that the core competencies – key value-building skills ( retailing service ) – can be 
leveraged with other channels or into markets that are not a part of where 
RadioShack were created.   
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Where this works well, extraordinary value can be built. 
 
Third Party Retailing Service 
 
Sell through other channels to enhance RadioShack Brand.  Evaluate the proper 
channels in Far East region and introduce proper categories to selective 
channels. 
 
Distribution Channel 
 
Evaluate the untapped prospective distribution channels. 
 
 
Global Sourcing Service 
 
With sound industry experience and global sourcing expertise, leverage to provide 
service to other companies.  Served as a great incentive to most retailers without 
their own industry network.    
 
Utilizing our sound global Sourcing channel, help third party retailer to introduce 
the private label items, which with much higher profit margin than name brand 
ones.   
 
Private labels are translated to increasing sales  volumes, reducing costs  and 
competing profitably.   
 
RSGS help to accelerate the offering of private-label merchandise that can 
contribute to stabilize the gross profit margin.  
 
Third Party Procurement Capability 
 
To leverage the global sourcing service is in two-way sense.  RSGS take the 
advantages of third party sourcing to shorten the learning curve for certain 
products RadioShack doesn’t carry intensively while other channels excel. With 
this type of leveraging service, RSGS join the buying power to get most 
competitive offers.   
 
Milestones 
( Action Plans and Schedules ) 
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Management Summary 
 
This unit is organized and managed in a creative, innovative fashion to implement 
the set goals and objectives.  
 
The review meetings are conducted weekly to discuss ideas, suggestions, and 
operations.  
  
Organizational Structure 
  
Organizational Chart 

Product
Manager

Product
Manager

Product
Manager

Daniel Wang
Managing Director

Product
Manager

Renee Gu
Strategic Sourcing Manager

 
 
  
Management Team Challenges 
 
RSGS have a good team for covering the main points and practical processes of 
this business plan. The current product mangers are well positioned as cross 
function support and very important as a way to cement the fundamental product 
development process.  
At present, the challenge in the area of technical capabilities is to manage the new 
projects or to control the new technology product adoption rate.  Timing is crucial 
for these innovative ideas and new technologies.  However, this  point can be 
overcome once RSGS ED department completing its transformation process. 
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附件二: 個案策略小組上海代表處計畫書 (節錄部分原文) 
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1.0 Executive Summary 
 
Shanghai serves as a strategic hub not only to other regions within China, but also 
as a dynamic gateway to the world. Open a regional office in Shanghai, the heart 
of China's economy, is to enhance RadioShack's presence in the world market. 
 
Our strategy in China will go beyond technology and manufacturing. We shall 
collaborate with governmental agencies, venture capitals, etc to shape business 
models that allow us to take advantage of rapid changing market and emerging 
opportunities. Closer proximity will help us build even deeper, stronger 
relationships with far-east vendors and strategic partners. 
 
With large urbanized regions and dense patterns of interaction, Shanghai is is the 
hub of finance, communications, international transport, the global corporate 
sector, the publishing industry, fashion, and mass culture, more over it is in effect 
the key nodes in an increasingly global economy network.  Shanghai owe its 
position to the "spatial dispersion" and internationalization of production.  
 
Finally, the re-concentration of a considerable component of foreign investment 
activity and the formation of an international property market in Shanghai have 
further fed the economic core of high level control and servicing functions.  
Shanghai, with the significant commercial advantages, is the hub of Far East Asia. 
 
 
 
1.1 Objectives 
 
Set up a liaison office in Great Shanghai Area in the light of China's intensive 
State-owned manufacturers, emerging applications of new technologies and 
RadioShack's core categories' industries.    
 
 
1.2 Mission 
 
By establishing Shanghai office, we will expand our vendor base and strengthen 
our capability to source for other channels by utilizing good technology skills 
available in the mainland China. 
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2.0 Shanghai Market Analysis Summary 
 
By 2020, the China's development goals are to build Shanghai into one of the 
world economic, financial, trade, and shipping centers, and to make Shanghai an 
international, economic hub. To give full play of Shanghai's national and 
international functions as a link and pivot radiating influences both outward 
abroad and inward inland, further promote join development of Yangtze River 
Delta and Yangtze River Economic Zone. 
 
 
2.1 Great Shanghai Area 
 
In 2003, Shanghai realized an industrial added value of RMB 286.60 billion ( US$ 
35 billion ), up 17.6% from the previous year and 3.6 times that of 1990 according 
to the comparable prices, representing an average annual growth rate of 12.5%. 
 
 
2.1.1 Facts about Shanghai 
 
Shanghai is situated at the estuary of the Yangtze River in the middle section of 
China's eastern coast.  
 
One of China's four municipalities directly under the Central Government, 
Shanghai, covering 5,800 square KM, has under its jurisdiction 18 districts and 
one county. Its population with registered permanent residence was around 17.11 
million at the end of 2003. 
         
Shanghai is the largest city in China and one of the major metropolises in the 
world. It is also the country's top industrial city, commercial and financial center, as 
well as scientific and technological base. 
 
 
2.1.2 Shanghai Industry Overview 
 
 
Shanghai Municipality  
 
Four major industries in Shanghai are information technology, petrochemical, 
automobile manufacturing, and iron & steel synchronously.  
 
Shanghai has formed for major industrial bases, the western electrons & 
information technology base, the northern high-end steel manufacturing base, the 
southern Shanghai chemicals zone, and the western automobiles base.  
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Insiders said such big growth owed to foreign companies which output occupied 
60% of whole Shanghai.  
 
In the first 11 months of Year 2004, total foreign trade value in Shanghai port had 
topped US$ 258.6 billion (US$ 1 = RMB 8.27), an increased of 41% compared 
with that of the same period last year.  
 
In detail, export value had chalked up to US$ 146.5 billion, and import value had 
reached US$ 102.1 billion, 43% and 38% up respectively.  
 
State-owned companies had generated US$ 65 billion import and export value in 
the port in the first 11 months, rising by 13% year on year. Furthermore, import 
and export value that foreign-invested companies generated during the same 
period hit US$ 160.3 billion, 62% of the total import and export value. The private 
enterprises gained import and export value of US$ 22.1 billion, an increase over 
100%.  
 
 
 
Yangtze River Delta  
 
The Yangtze River Delta, with Shanghai at the center, is expected to contribute at 
least 20 percent to China's gross domestic product (GDP)in year 2004.  
 
In the first three quarters of 2004 alone, the area reported RMB1.97 trillion (US$ 
240 billion) of GDP, making up 21.2 percent of the country's total, said a source 
with State Development and Reform Commission (SDRC) at an ongoing meeting 
on the coordinated economic development in the Yangtze River Delta in 
Shanghai.  
 
This is close to the region's total GDP generated in 2003. 
 
Yangtze delta posted RMB 2 trillion (US$241 billion) of GDP last year, or 19.5 
percent of the country's total.  
 
The Yangtze River Delta, which refers to Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces and 
Shanghai municipality, is playing an increasingly vital role in China's overall 
economic growth. 
 
The region has replaced the Pearl River Delta in the southern Guangdong 
Province as the largest recipient of foreign capital.  
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In 2002, the Pearl River Delta used US$11.3 billion of foreign direct investment 
(FDI), a five-percent decline over the previous year, per Ministry of Commerce 
statistics.  
 
In comparison, the Yangtze River Delta utilized US$17.5 billion of FDI, up 30.7 
percent year-on-year.  
 
Ministry of Commerce statistics show the Yangtze River Delta covers only one 
percent of China's total land and six percent of its population, but accounts for 35 
percent of the country's total export and 48 percent of the overseas investment.  
 
Yangtze River Delta has been pulling in not only new players but also existing 
players in China.  Firms that originally have factories in Pearl River Delta are now 
considering having another factory, or even shifting all the factories, to Yangtze 
River Delta.  Like local and other foreign investors, Taiwanese firms have 
established more businesses in this region.  For instance, Taiwanese investment 
accounts for 1/3 of investment-US$30 billions in Jiangsu, and 2/3 of foreign 
investment-US$25 billions in SuChou, and 13.8%-US$10 billions in Shanghai. 
 
Yangtze River Delta also has convenient access to the third-biggest three city 
clusters of China – the Bohai Bay Rim.  The three city clusters in eastern 
( Yangtze River Delta ), southern ( Pearl River Delta ) and northern ( Bohai Bay 
Rim ) parts of China play a role in the nation's urbanization and serve as major 
engines for the national economy.  
 
The three major city clusters account for only three percent of China's total land 
area, but contribute to 37 percent of the nation's gross domestic product (GDP).  
An urbanization specialist of XIN HUA News Agency predicted that their 
contribution to the nation's GDP would rise to 65 percent or so in the future. 
 
 
2.2 IC Industry 
 
"China to Become a New Chip Manufacturing Center".   "Another economic 
center is quietly shifting from the West to the East. This time it is not petroleum or 
automobile, but small square semiconductor. To get into this top-level industry, 
China is working hard in the semiconductor field." entitled an article published by 
the US-based Business Week. 
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IC Industry Size 
 
According to the China Center for Information Industry Development (CCID) 
Consulting, production value of packaging and testing leads with RMB8.09 billion 
(US$977 million), posting a 20 percent year-on-year growth. IC foundry gains 
RMB4.58 billion (US$553 million), with a growth rate of 186 percent, while IC 
design reached RMB1.91 billion with 82 percent year-on-year growth. 
 
 
IC Design Rise 
 
The IC industry's structure has been optimized, with the proportion of designing 
sector rising to 13.1 per cent, that of production sector growing to 31.4 per cent 
and that of packaging and testing sector dropping to 55.5 per c ent. 
  
 
 
2.3 Venture Capital 
 
 
Venture capitalists flock to China -- The New York Times 
 
Government force 
 
As local governments around China understanding of venture capital increases, 
they have begun to pay closer attention to the development of the local venture 
capital industry.  
 
The venture capital industry has four types in China: Funded by government, 
Limited venture capital firms, joint venture, and investment fund. At present, 
majority of venture capital firms are funded by government or government takes 
the controlling stake. However, the other three types VC firms are developing very 
fast and are the emphases of future development. Besides, joint venture accounts 
to 10% of the total VC firms, and big domestic high-tech corporations have 
entered venture capital business. 
 
The distribution of venture capital firms is concentrated in two areas. 1) Most VC 
firms are concentrated in China's eastern region.  2) In terms of industry, the VC 
firms are concentrated in the high tech sector. 89% of the VC firms chose to invest 
in high tech projects.  
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Investment Region 
 
More than 90% VC firms are located in east north China. And 89% VC firms chose 
high-tech projects in science parks or technology business incubators. Many 
hi-tech parks have tight relationship with VC firms, and the relationship between 
them is interaid and intergrowth. 
  
The launch of Technology Innovation Fund for SMEs, offered by central 
government, promoted the development of venture capital investment industry 
considerably. In 1999, in order to accelerate the growth of Hi-tech industries, 
central government and local governments founded Technology Innovation Fund 
for SMEs, and proclaimed many favorable policies & regulations one after another. 
And the fast development of SMEs provides large potentiality for future growth of 
VC firms. 
 
 
 
3.0 Strategy and Implementation Summary 
 
The phenomenal economic growth witnessed in China has led many to predict 
China's certain emergence as an economic superpower in the early 21st Century. 
China has followed a structured path toward gradual market reform of its still 
largely state-owned industrial sector, which has been transfused with increasing 
amounts of foreign capital and technology. 
 
RadioShack should ride the trend and utilize the intensive industry resources to 
grow our core and close to core business.  
 
The strategic 3-year plan to enter this huge market could be implemented 
gradually through following processes: 
 
 
 
 
3.1 Government Relationship 
 
For the local culture and business climate, it is  very important for this office to 
build up the good relationship with local government agencies to gain the easy 
access to all resources.   
 
There are several governmental agencies for foreign enterprises: 
Shanghai Association of Enterprises with Foreign Investment (SAEFI) 
website: www.saefi.org.cn 
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Shanghai Foreign Economic Relation and Trade 
website: http://www.smert.gov.cn 
 
Shanghai Municipal State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration 
Commission (SASAC Shanghai Branch) 
 
 
3.2 Local Industry 
 
The most convenient access is through government agencies to network the 
relationship with local industry and state-owned enterprises.  Currently, there are 
25 comprehensive development zone and industrial modern parks gathering 
around Great Shanghai area.  Please refer to the Appendix for details. 
 
 
3.3 Current Far East Network 
 
 
A large portion of China’s recent burst in growth especially in high-tech arena is 
being funded by Taiwan, Japan, Korea and Hong Kong firms.   
 
Chinese investors from around the world are shifting their investment to the 
Yangtze River Delta, Beijing and Tianjin municipalities, Bohai Bay area and large 
cities in inland China. The majority of Taiwan investors cast their eyes from 
Guangdong to Shanghai and Jiangsu, and Zhejiang provinces, while Chinese 
entrepreneurs in Southeast Asia and the United States favored Guangdong, 
Jiangsu, Fujian and Shandong provinces, Beijing and Shanghai municipalities 
and the Bohai Bay area.   
 
According to Chinese government estimates, overseas Chinese entrepreneurs 
account for more than 70 percent of foreign-backed businesses in China and 
more than 65 percent of total overseas investment. 
 
Taiwanese investment in the mainland may well be double official figures given by 
authorities on both sides of the strait.  
 
Beijing's Ministry of Commerce recorded actual investment to mid-2003 at 
US$35.2 billion, while Taiwan's Ministry of Economic Affairs put the figure at 
US$31.7 billion. However, Fortune China Monthly, an influential Taiwanese 
magazine, puts the figure at more than double either China's or Taiwan's estimate. 
 
After 2000 the Yangtze River Delta increasingly became a magnet for Taiwanese 
investors, with annual investment in Jiangsu beginning to exceed that in 
Guangdong for the first time. Jiangsu, where Kunshan is known as ``little Taiwan'', 
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remains the top location for Taiwanese investment since 2000 according to the 
Taiwan Ministry of Economic Affairs. 
 
Taiwan's businessmen pretty much follow where the mainland government is 
opening up, just like the government is encouraging companies to invest in the 
western territories and you'll see Taiwanese start launching factories there soon. 
 
However, Jiangsu's investment growth has accelerated over the past four years, 
so that by 2003, Jiangsu accounted for nearly half of total new Taiwanese 
investment. 
 
 
 
3.4 VC and IC Industries 
 
Same as RSGS strategic sourcing approach,  this office will take proactive role to 
build up relationship with venture capital companies, start-ups, IP holders, and IC 
design houses to identify unique business opportunities at product early 
development stage.    
 
Venture capital companies have plenty resources and the contacts of new 
technologies.  By building up relationship with venture capital companies, which 
with focus in related target industry, RSGS get the same exposure to the new 
technologies.    
 
The second strategy is to form strategic alliance with the IC design house, IP 
holders and start-ups.  By building up the relationship with those innovative idea 
providers, RSGS get the first hand information about what kind of IC or innovative 
ideas are coming up, instead of waiting until the product is developed, then to 
review passively. 
 
 
3.5 Alternate channel 
 
The most compelling reason for RadioShack to diversify its retailing service, is 
that the core competencies - key value-building skills (retailing service) - can be 
leveraged with other channels or into markets that are not a part of where 
RadioShack were created.   
 
Where this works well, extraordinary value can be built. 
 
Sell through other channels to enhance RadioShack Brand.  Evaluate the proper 
channels in Far East region and introduce proper categories to selective 
channels.   
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In the huge market of China, an "imported" product image is still meaning 
high-end and quality mechandise.   Therefore, local channel to carry USA 
branded items could be a good selling point. 
 
 
3.6 Leveraging Global Sourcing Service 
 
With global sourcing expertise, leverage to provide service to other companies.  
Served as a great incentive to most retailers without their own industry network.   
Utilizing our sound global Sourcing channel, help third party retailer to introduce 
the private label items, which with much higher profit margin than name brand 
ones.   
 
Private labels are translated to increasing sales volumes, reducing costs and 
competing profitably.  RSGS help to accelerate the offering of private-label 
merchandise that can contribute to stabilize the gross profit margin.  
 
 
 
 
4.0 Management Summary 
 
 
The initial management will depend on current RSGS management team to train 
and build up local talents.  
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4.1 Organizational Structure 
 

Jim Hamilton

RSGS
HongKong

Office

RSGS
Japan Office

RSGS
Taipei Office

RSGS
Fort Worth

Office

RSGS
Shanghai Liaison

Office

Office Manager
(Expatriate)

Merchandiser
(Local Engaged)

Bookkeeper /
Admin.

(Local Engaged)

Merchandiser
(Local Engaged)

 
 
 
4.2 Management Team Challenges 
 
China has many known infrastructure issues in every major industrial cities, like 
energy supply, public facility convenience, city construction, social security, 
human resources, legal justice, government offices administration efficiency, etc.  
Shanghai has a comparative advantage to other major cities in China, not only 
above said issues, but also in benefit on foreign investment of government policy, 
financial internationalism, remittance and financing convenience.  In addition, the 
high turnover rate in great Shanghai area is also a known headache for most firms.  
How to retain the local talents will be another challenge.  Please refer to the  
Appendix. 
 
 

Chief 
Merchandising 

Officer 
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4.3 Shanghai Office 3-year Goals 
 
Year 2005  
- Establish RadioShack Liaison Office in Shanghai  
- Recruit 3 local engaged employee ( 2 merchandisers, 1 admin. personnel )  
- Build up relationship with local governmental agencies, venture capitals  
- Build up local industry network    
 
Year 2006  
- Add merchandiser depending on the expansion of business  
- Increase RSGS sourcing efficiency    
- Help to identify innovative and new technology    
 
 
Year 2007  
- Add engineers and project managers, depending on expansion of business  
- Be able to have full function of a branch office 
- Identify potential opportunities for alternate channel and leveraging RSGS global 
sourcing services. 
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Appendix 1 
 
25 comprehensive development zone and industrial modern parks gathering 
around Great Shanghai area: 
 
Lujiazui Finance & Trade Zone 
Jinqiao Export Processing Zone 
Waigaoqiao Free Trade Zone 
Zhangjiang Hi-Tech Park 
Caohejing Hi-Tech Park 
Minhang Economic & Tech Dev. Zone 
Hongqiao Economic & Tech Development Zone 
Song Jiang Export Processing Zone 
Shanghai Jinqiao Export Processing Zone (South) 
Qinpu Export Processing Zone 
Caohejing Export Processing Zone 
Minhang Export Processing Development Zone 
Shanghai International Automobile City 
Shanghai Chemical Industry Park 
Jiading Industrial Zone 
Songjiang Industrial zone 
Qingpu Industrial zone 
Xinzhuang Industrial zone 
Baoshan Industrial zone 
Jinshan Industrial zone 
Kangqiao Industrial zone 
Shanghai Comprehensive Industrial Development zone 
Chongming Industrial zone 
Zizhu Science-based Industrial Park 
Spark Development Zone 
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Appendix 2 
 
By providing a risk analysis report conducted by Taiwan Electrical and 
Engineering manufacturing Association in Year 2004, we can get a clearer picture 
of the investment environment of Shanghai.  The report is based on a survey 
from questionnaires collected from 2,364 associate members, with index covering 
natural environment, basic construction, public facilities, social environment, legal 
environment, economic environment, managerial environment.  
 
Top 12 cities on the List (Less risky the first): 
 
Shanghai 
Beijing 
Guangzhou 
Tianjing 
Shenzhen 
Nanjing 
Hangzhou 
Qingdao 
Dalian 
Shenyang 
Suzhou 
Ningbo 
 
Although there are limitations on macro investing environment in China, like 
unstable government policies, lack of energy supply, administration insufficient, 
still developing legal systems, while the cheap rent and labor, huge domestic 
market is still very attractive to foreign investors.  In general, Shanghai has a 
comparative advantage in terms of energy supply, public facility convenience, city 
construction, social security, human resources for technical talent, legal justice, 
government offices administration efficiency, benefit on foreign investment of 
government policy, financial internationalism, remittance and financing 
convenience. 
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附件三: 個案台北國際採購辦公室重要記事 (節錄部分原文) 
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Mission Statement  
 
Successful companies have a clear, actionable business strategy and a sales 
strategy that communicates tactical market priorities to each sales resource. The 
sales strategy captures the company's historic capability and lays out future plans 
for retaining revenue, penetrating current customers that have the potential for 
higher profit and growth, and acquiring new prospects with the right offering for 
each target market.  
 
With the unchanged corporate goals in mind, the most immediate objective for 
sourcing offices is to Align with Corporate Three Year Growth Plan, and 
Transform Current Transactional Buying Organization into a Strategic 
Sourcing Function Team. 
 
The foreseeable challenges include leading and setting direction in an effort to 
influence staffs onto the right path, in the mean while staying keen on 
organizational changes. Practice leadership with vision and integrity, perseverance 
and courage, a hunger for innovation, and a willingness to take risks.  
 
Time is the essence, a series of tactical initiatives were launched in parallel to the 
strategic growth plan.  
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Recruitment Strategy 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Being able to identify, recruit and place the right people at the right positions 
has great impact in the operation of the organization. With the competitive and 
fast moving business we are in, calls for highly skilled individuals in areas of 
creativity, interpersonal skills and execution motivation. 
 
As organizational workforce plans are designed and implemented, attention is 
quickly shifted to effective recruitment and hiring as one of the principal strategies 
to fulfil management’s need for a talented, diverse, skilled, and committed 
workforce.  
 
Our recruitment strategy is equally clear. We want the best talent available to the 
business at any given time. We continually develop and nurture our internal talent 
while concurrently looking to engage highly qualified candidates from the external 
market. The benchmarks are demanding - we search for high achievers but also 
measure them just as much on ‘how’ they do things, as on what they achieve. 
 
Ultimately, to attract talent, train apprentice, and strengthen manpower.  
 
Criteria needed for newly hired staffs: 
 

 Education:  
-       Bachelor degree in English speaking countries. (US, UK, Canada, etc) 

 Personal Skills:  
-   Fluent in English and Chinese in both speaking and writing. 
-   Additional talents in languages, art, computer programming, engineering is a 

plus. 
 Personality: 

-   Detail orientated. 
-   Self motivated 
-   Out spoken 
-   Determined 
 
Goal: 

 Develop and nurture new staff 
 Retain key staff 
 Mentor potential great key staff 

 
Status: Ongoing 
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Strategic Supporting Unit 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Other than the existing business units that are strictly profit and sales driven, there 
are many other functions within the organization which will help to optimize 
operation efficiency in the company. In order to perform at a sustainable peak level, 
the organization must put the right support mechanisms in place.  
 
This unit was established with the goal to facilitate business operation by matching 
each support mechanism to its respective strategic, organizational, or execution 
drivers. 
 
 
Operational Excellence 
 

 Systematic Task Management 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Re-structure existing and create new internal system tools, aims to provide 
simpler methods of organizing daily tasks and creating solutions for finding 
and sorting both private and public information. 
 

 Corporate Goals Alignment 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Implement new programs and calculation tools as dedicated systems to 
interpret important numbers and turn them into helpful guidelines for 
improvement in supply chain, and product development. 
 

 Critical Information Analogy  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Field-level market segmentation and targeting must be matched with a 
complete offering and a compelling sales message. We translate sales reports 
into meaningful message, create a database with simple UI for staffs to 
navigate and search for the exact information they seek to understand.  
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Strategic Sourcing 
This area enables our company to take strategic and proactive approach to identify 
business opportunities, to produce greater financial returns, and to enhance the 
value of RadioShack brand. 
 

 New Vendor/ Technology Sourcing 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Encourage staff to locate potential business partners in a more dynamic scope 
by building relationships with Venture Capital Companies, Start -up companies, 
and Government Agencies, or State-owned Corporations.  
 

 Innovative Product Development 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Promote staffs to initiate innovative ideas on technology application, ID and 
package design by working closely with manufactures early in the product 
cycle. The goal is to create unique products to differentiate from the market 
competition.  

 
Status: Ongoing 
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Shanghai Rep Office 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Growing liberalization and internationalization has led companies to a race for 
expansion. Companies are more enthusiastic to trap new market segments than 
ever before. However, expansion involves various critical factors to be considered 
e.g risk of market, return from a new set-up, risk estimation, opportunity cost, 
expansion revision analysis, resource availability, dominant market study etc. It is a 
strategic decision which is related to firm's objectives and mission.  
 
China is the next greatest empire with unlimited opportunity for growth, whether 
on its consumer market or the manufacturing capability. In order to grasp upon 
this much anticipated growing market, the early adaptation into this land is a must. 
In this case, we took the initiative of setting up a rep office in the most dynamic 
and largest state of China, Shanghai, as the place of our Strategic Hub.  
 
The objectives: 

 Enhance Corporate Presence in the New Market  
-------------------------------------------------------- 
Organizations are attracted to capture the new liberalized market segments to 
pronounce their global existence and enhance their customer base, it is the 
same for RadioShack. Establishing an office is only the first stage of this 
expansion, ultimately, the company would be recognized by major 
manufactures in all of China. 

 
 Social Network Establishment in China 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Connection is the key in developing business sources in China, collaboration 
with governmental agencies, state- owned companies, private sectors, 
foreign investments, and venture capitals can help to gain a better insight of 
the operation in this growing market phenomenon. 

 
 Industry Intelligence 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Another important function of the unit is to collect intelligence on activities in 
China.From different areas including technology trend, material cost trend, 
market competition, and the changes in regulations. China is a place where 
lots of factors were incurred, which has great impact on the production 
worldwide. First hand information exchanged in this land is crucial to stay 
competitive in the market.  

 
Status: Ongoing 
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Alignment Framework 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

To create synergy and to stay coherent with our US headquarter, we require more 
than a concept and a strategy. We need to ensure that our organization is able to 
align its everyday actions, behaviour and outcomes with its long term aims, 
objectives and goals. The corporate alignment framework identifies key processes, 
tools and strategies which underpin an organizations' capacity to achieve 
sustainable performance, growth and outcomes.  
 
Synchronization of RSGS offices  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Having sourcing offices at major locations in Asia has its advantages. However, by 
rationalizing and improving the organization into team- centric infrastructure will 
truly unify offices under one unit, the Greater China. By doing so, brings the 
benefits of boundary-less teamwork, improved information flow, as well as 
manageable control. At the end, it minimizes office competitions, and benefits 
corporation with the most unbiased offers. 
 
 

Alignment of RSGS and RSH 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
In completion of the alignment as one organization with RadioShack Headquarter, 
the re-structuring of RSGS is in responding to the adjustments in our head quarter. 
In doing so, will communicate in a much more efficient matter. The goal is to 
broaden communication channel for faster problem solving, as well as to empower 
management team and staff in all business negotiation. Each staff should 
concentrate on what is really important and drive for total commitment of their 
performance based on the role, duty and position that is well defined. 
 
 

Management Control Reporting System 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Finer definition of the organization structure brings clear understanding of each 
staff’s role and responsibilities. With a well- defined hierarchy matrix in place, the 
company will function at a much efficient level. 
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Management Meetings 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Quarterly management meeting functions as a high level review on all aspects of 
performance.  
 
Discussion topic includes: 
 

 Business activities 
 Projected sales forecast vs. actual sales data. 
 Financial status. 
 Vendor performance review.  
 Operation process review / improvement 
 Corporate movement. 
 Plan future growth strategy. 
 Administration update/ staff performance review 

 
 
Status: Ongoing 
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System Tool Integration 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 
Employees perform the best when necessary tools are accessible and are designed 
to fit their needs. In this area, the goal is to bring staffs to a comfort zone, to think 
from a staff’s point of view and to provide them with an environment where 
facilities are well- prepared, to support both their physical and mental needs in 
sustaining peak performance.  

All programs were constructed based on the following points: 

 Improved resource utilization  
 Increased employee motivation  
 Increased communication  
 Greater organizational control  
 A learning experience  

 

 

Staff Training Program 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Establish a program to ease new hires into their job duties. Preparing a set 
program for them to learn about the company history, their job duties as well as 
gaining knowledge of how other department inter-relates to one other. An 
understanding of how their skills and participation is expected to fit into the 
company. Providing them a whole picture of the organization, and how their 
contribution can complete and enhance the operation.  
 
Ultimately, to Retain, development and mentor great people 
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Assortment Buy Trips Preparation 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Having the synchronized procedure for all 3 offices and a direct/ target focus to 
create meaningful and successful buy trips. And the way of achieving that follows 
the below process: 
 

 Identify major categories, vendors and products to offer 
 Presentation on industry trend/ movement/ technology trend/ market 

potential to support reason on offering 
 Thoroual preparation on product pricing, competitive business models 

concerning aspects of the product market position. 
 Visitor arrangement SOP 

 
 
 
Staff Meeting Format 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Create a systematic, efficient way of conducting meaningful meetings. To extract 
the focal points from numerous projects with shortest time spend. To encourage 
staff’s participation and strength their confidence level.  The goal is to give 
everyone an equal opportunity to learn about new technology trend in each 
industry, as well as the experience encountered which can apply to their future 
negotiation. 
 
 
Information/ Business Model Sharing 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Business strategies change as the industry changes at a fast speed. Staffs need to 
be able to understand the concept of this fundamental theory. When a new 
business model is created and proven to be sustainable and feasible to our 
company, this becomes a valuable lesson which everyone is entitled to learn about. 
We created this session to give the presenter the recognition as well as everyone a 
chance to pick up something that could be valuable to their future use. 
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Communication Bridge 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
In order avoid the suspicion and politics in the office and to prevent the rumours, 
we came up with a program hope to hear the voices from our staff. A way for our 
staff to bring forth their concerns, guesses, and suggestions. This aims to build up 
their trust in the company as well as the trust between each individual. 
 
 
 
Database Protocol 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
The goal is to provide staffs with an environment where information is easily 
accessible when needed. With the convenience that information technology had 
brought us today, we evaluate our existing tools and create new ones to provide 
access to data that is easily captured and retrieved. Yet, continue to explore and 
enhance the ability to use corporate data more effectively in analysis and decision- 
making. 
 
 
Status: Ongoing 


